[Evaluation of CRT images of digitized film angiographs].
X-ray sheet film images of the test chart, the vascular phantom and angiography were digitized at sampling pitch of 0.2 mm and 0.15 mm using film digitizer TFR-01 (Toshiba) and transferred to a device for image storage and display system with 1635-line display monitor (TDF-500AS, Toshiba). Comparison of image qualities between film- and CRT-images was performed in fundamental and clinical studies. Resolution of the test chart image of conventional radiography was worse on CRT than on the original film, although it was improved when film image was digitized at resolution of 0.15 mm/pixel in comparison with that at resolution of 0.2 mm/pixel. Moiré stripes which occurred due to interference were found on CRT images taken using a grid technique. On CRT images of X-ray sheet film using direct magnification technique moiré stripes were not produced because of non grid technique, and the resolution approached that of the original film. In the study using vascular phantom, the optimal image on CRT could be obtained by various image processing procedures, and image quality on CRT with resolution of 0.15 mm approached that of original film. In case of direct magnification CRT images were superior to film images. Subtraction image of the vascular phantom at resolution of 0.2 mm/pixel was obtained on CRT and compared with film subtraction image. On conventional subtraction CRT image moiré stripes impaired the image quality in comparison with the film subtraction. However, magnification subtraction image of the vascular phantom on CRT was superior to the film subtraction. The results obtained in the test chart studies and phantom studies were also confirmed in clinical studies using various kind of angiograms. In addition, ROC study using clinical angiograms showed no significant statistical differences between the original film and CRT image even with 0.2 mm matrix size. Angiographic image on CRT at resolution of 0.15 mm/pixel or less is available for clinical use in place of conventional film image.